Abstract. This paper gives a discussion of the algebraic deformations of a two-generator purely inseparable field of exponent 1, this being the simplest field having noncommutative deformations. It gives a necessary condition for a 2-cocycle to be integrable and, if it is allowed to adjoin a single separable element to the groundfield, also a sufficient condition for a 2-cocycle to be integrable.
1. Skew symmetric biderivations. We begin with some preliminaries about the field being considered. Let A be a field of dimension p2 over k, the groundfield (char k = p ¥= 0) and let there be no x in A such that the subalgebra of A generated by x is all of A. Then it is easy to show that any x in A satisfies an equation of the form xp = X where X is in k. Such a field is called a purely inseparable field of exponent 1. (In general, a purely inseparable field is one in which each element satisfies an irreducible purely inseparable equation of the form xm = X where X is in k, and m = p".) (The exponent of the field is the supremum of n over all elements in the field. See [2] .) If v is a second element of A not in the subalgebra generated by x, then any u in A can be written uniquely as u = 2««JcV (0 < Uj < P -!)• Then x and v are called a generator pair for the field.
"Derivation" is defined as usual and a skew symmetric biderivation is a k-linear mapping, 9, from A X A to some two sided A -module (in the present case, A itself) such that the mapping is a derivation in each of its arguments and such that 9(u, u) = 0 for all u. Proposition 1. Let (x,y) be a generator pair for field A and let 9 be a skew symmetric biderivation on A. Then, for u,v in A, (1) 9(u, v) = (uxvy -vxuy)9(x,y).
Here ux is an abbreviation for Dx(u) where Dx is the standard derivation defined by Dx(x) = 1 and Dx(y) = 0 • uy, vx and vy are defined similarly. Conversely, any choice of <¡>(x,y) in (1) defines a skew symmetric biderivation.
Proof. Note first that for any u in A, and for any derivation, D, D(u) = uxD(x) + u D(y) (easily established for u = xyJ and extended to general u by /¿-linearity).
Thus, 9(u, v) = ux9(x, v) + uy9 (y, v) since 9 is a derivation in its first argument.
Further, 9(x, v) = vx9(x, x) + vy9(x,y) = vy9(x,y), <t>(y, v) = vx9(y, x) = -vx9(x,y).
(We are using here <b(x, y) + 9(y, x) = 0, which follows by a well-known argument from 9(u, u) = 0.) The result now follows by substitution. The formula for the biderivation becomes particularly simple when 9(x, y) = 1: 9(u, v) = uxvy -uyvx. This leads us to ask under what circumstances A has a generator pair, (r, s) for which 9(r, s) = 1 for a given 9. Such a skew symmetric biderivation will be called a "special" skew symmetric biderivation.
Proposition 2, just below, gives a necessary condition for a skew symmetric biderivation to be special. Theorem 1 in this section, gives a sufficient condition. Proposition 2. Let 9 be a skew symmetric biderivation on A and let (r, s) be such that 9(r, s) = 1. Let (x,y) be another generator pair for A and let l/9(x,y) = /= Lfyxy (0 < i,j < p -1 andfj in k). Then fp_x.p_x = 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. 1 = <£(/•, s) = (rxsy -rysx)<b(x,y) (by equation (1)) so that / = \/<j>(x, y) = rxs -rysx. Now, with the usual conditions on the summations, let r = Y1r¡jXyi and s = S^x^/ Then rxsy -rysx = 2 lr0smn(in -jm)xi+^xyJ^x.
Thus the coefficient of xp~xyp~x in/is 22>yim,,(iw -jm) where the summation is over such values that i + m -l=p-l (mod /?) and / + n -1 = /? -1 (mod /?). This causes in -jm to vanish (mod /?) and gives the result.
From Proposition 2 we see that the vanishing of the coefficient of xp ~ xyp ~ ' in l/<b(x,y) is a necessary condition for the existence of a generator pair in A for which <j>(r, s) = 1. Whether it is a sufficient condition for such a pair to exist in A is not known; however, the main theorem shows that it is a sufficient condition for the existence of such a pair in an extension of A gotten by adjoining at most one element to the groundfield, k. Theorem 1. Let A be a field of the type described above and let <p be a skew symmetric biderivation on it. Let the coefficient of xp~xyp~x in l/<b(x,y) be zero. Then A can always be extended by adjoining at most a single element to k, the groundfield, in such a way that the extension contains a pair (r, s) for which <Kr,s)= 1.
Before giving the proof we give a simple lemma. Lemma 1. Let <f> be as in the theorem. Then either (1) there is a generator pair, (r, s), in A such that <b(r, s) = 1, or (2) there is a pair for which \/<$>(r, s) = sp~x + '2gjsJ (in the summation j runs from 0 to p -2 and each gj is a polynomial in r with coefficients in k).
Proof. Let l/<í>(x,y) = 2f¡jxyJ and let / = S/^x', so that \/$(x,y) = "Zf.yJ. (Limits on the summations should be obvious at this point.) Suppose first that fp _, =0. Then there is an 5 such that sy = 1 /<b(x, y). Letting r = x then gives easily <¡>(r, s) = 1. This is case (1) .
Suppose next that f x ¥= 0, and note that fp _, cannot contain a term in x'~x, for if it did, l/«|>(x, v) would contain a term in xp~xyp~x. Thus there is an r such that rx = f _, and ry = 0. Letting y = s now leads by a simple computation to the form for §(r, s) given in case (2) .
As a result of the lemma we need only consider the case in which \/(j>(x,y) = yp~x + ^Lfjyj, f, being a polynomial in x and the summation going from 0 to p -2. (We have replaced the r, s of the lemma by x, v for convenience.)
Proof of theorem. If A contains no generator pair such that <b(r, s) = \, select a pair (x,y) such that \/<f>(x,y) = yp~x + 1fjyJ as in the lemma.
Now consider x to be fixed and define a derivation, 0(v), by 9(v) = <b(x, v). Since (¡>(x, x) = 0, 0(x) = 0, and we can take x to be in the groundfield as far as 0 is concerned. That is, view A as k'(y) where groundfield k' is k(x); then 0 is a derivation on A viewed this way. Next we apply the results of [2] . It is shown there that if k'(y) is a purely inseparable field gotten by Thus, after adjoining, if necessary, a root of A'-' = b to A:', we can find an eigenvector, e, such that 0(e) = Ae. In the present case, because of the form of 9(x,y), u=y"-x +2fjyJ, and -(d/dyy-x(u) = 1, so that b = l/(Yp~x + 2ffYJ). This shows that b is not only in k' but actually in k, the original groundfield for/I, so that A need only be adjoined to k. This allows the extension of the definition of the biderivation 9 to A ', which is A with A adjoined to k; if A had to be adjoined to k', difficulties would arise in counting A as part of the groundfield of A' because A would be related to x.
Finally, since 9(x, e) = Xe and since 9(e, e) = 0, and 9(x/Xe, e) = 1, the desired pair (r, s) can be taken to be (x/Xe, e).
Corollary
If biderivation 9 is special with respect to one basis then it is special with respect to every basis.
Proof. If 9 is special with respect to one basis then there exists a generator pair (r, s) such that 9(r, s) = 1. Then, because of Proposition 2, 9 is special with respect to every generator pair.
Corollary.
A skew symmetric biderivation is special if and only if there exist polynomials f and g (in x andy) such that DJ+ Dyg = l/9(x,y). f and g are not unique.
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that 9 is special if and only if l/9(x, y)does not contain a term in (xyY~x.
2. Application to deformations. The field A is still a two-generator purely inseparable field of exponent 1. Now we consider noncommutative deformations of A.
Note first that if A, is a noncommutative deformation of A then any x in A, but not in kt, the ground ring, satisfies an irreducible equation of degree/?. To see this observe that x does satisfy some irreducible equation and that the degree of this equation must divide/;2, the dimension of A, over kt, as is easy to show. The degree cannot be p2 because then A, would have a single generator and thus be commutative; hence the degree is p.
Thus, let From this the identity follows easily for/ = x' and by superposition for the general /. For i = p we obtain the well-known identity ad(xi) = (ad(x)y. More generally, the identity is still true if / is a polynomial in x and y provided that differentiation is partial, Dx. One kind of noncommutative deformation of such a field is described in [4] . The multiplication law is given by uv = ^'-Dx(u)D;(v) (0</</?-l).
Dx and D are the standard derivations previously described. We show now that all noncommutative deformations of A are essentially of the type described in (1) provided an appropriate generator pair is chosen.
Theorem 2. (Necessity.) Let a deformation of the type specified in (1) be given. Then the associated cocycle is a skew symmetric biderivation; furthermore, it is special. Before proving the next theorem we prove two lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let At be a noncommutative deformation of A and define a sequence of skew symmetric biderivations, 9, 9x, . . . from A X A to A by means of the formula rs -sr = ta(9(r, s) + t9x(r, s) + . . .).
Then 9 is special.
Proof. Let (x, y) generate A, and let xp + f(x) = 0 so that / satisfies the Identity proven above. Let U be the operator from A to A defined by U(z) = -9(x,y)Dy(z).
Then it is easily shown that (ad(x)V(v) = (taU)'(y) +■••+.
Let/W = t^gj where /w is the z'th derivative of/and gi is a polynomial in x not divisible by t. It is easy to see that «,, n2, . . . , is a nondecreasing sequence of integers.
Thus, the Identity becomes in this case Now clearly the first term can only cancel with the last because the powers of / in the intervening terms are too high. Thus, nx = (p -l)a and gxU(y) + Up(y) = 0. Now, as in [2] it can be shown that Up = bU where b = (9(x,y))pDyD~l(l/9(x,y)). Since/' = t"'gx it follows thatg, is a polynomial of degree not higher than p -2 in x and since W " +«,,,/";-. (-^L_ it now follows easily that (xyf"x is missing from 1/</>(jc, v), so that 9 is special.
Thus, without real loss of generality we can choose a basis (x, y) such that (5) xy -yx = ta + tß9x(x,y) +-Lemma 3. The mapping 9x in equation (5) is a special skew symmetric biderivation.
Proof. We perform a computation similar to that of Lemma 2 taking into account the next terms in the series:
(ad(*))'(v) = tß(-taDxy-x9x(x,y) + ... for/ > 1;
for / = 1 ad(x)(y) is given by (5). Again we obtain an equation similar to (4):
(6) gx9x(x,y) + Dpx-x9x(x,y)=0.
This shows that l/9x(x,y) is a polynomial in x only and this shows that 9x is special. Of course, the same argument would show that <f>,(x, v) involves/ only, so that in fact, <i>|(x, y) must be in k,, but this is more than we need.
= 0,
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To complete the discussion it remains to show that the generators r and s are such that rp and sp are in the extended ground ring k'r To do this note that (ad(r))2(s) = 0, so that 0 = (ad(r)Y(s) = ad(rp)(s). Thus rp commutes with s; since it also commutes with r it is in k't; similarly for sp.
